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Hello and welcome to the second progress report for the festival.  We have a great guest line-up 

and the programme is being finalised as we speak. Can’t say too much at this stage, but it’s 

going to be another corker.  

Unfortunately, due to circumstances beyond our control, our previously announced guest, 

George Hilton, will be unable to attend. 

 

We are pleased to announce that the following guests have confirmed 

that they can attend (subject to work commitments). 

Lone Flemming Peter Wyngarde Camille Keaton 

Ruggero Deodato Jenny Hanley 

Guests 

Carlotta Morelli 

Please Note: 
The hotel is releasing all rooms held, so please, if you have not done so already, 
book your room to avoid disappointment. Rooms are still available at the Ibis, 
just around the corner but these are expected to be booked up soon.  

http://www.accorhotels.com/gb/hotel-3143-ibis-manchester-centre-princess-street/index.shtml
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Welcome to the Festival :  

Once again the Festival approaches and as always it is great looking forward to meeting 

old friends again and talking films. 

The main topic of conversation so far this year seems to be the imminent arrival of some 

more classic Hammer films on Blu Ray, at long last.  Like so many  of you, I am very 

much looking forward to these and it is fortuitous that this year Jenny Hanley is making 

a return visit to our festival, just as her Hammer magnum opus with Christopher Lee and 

Dennis Waterman, Scars of Dracula is on the list of new blu rays being released. 

I am having to face the inevitable question of how much longer I can go on, but that is 

not your problem. The other main problem, sadly, is that many of the stars of Hammer 

and other classic horror and sci-fi films are being called to that big studio in the sky 

lately and much more frequently.   

I hope to see you all at this year’s Festival of Fantastic Films and I am sure that you will 

enjoy yourselves and meet a lot of friends, old and new. 

I am also looking forward to seeing Ruggero Deodato’s new film and meeting its leading 

lady, Carlotta Morelli.  I have had some super conversations with both Camille Keaton 

and Lone Fleming who add even more glamour to the proceedings. 

Anyway have a great time. I'm sure you will. 

All the best 

  

Gil  
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This Year’s Guests :  

Peter Wyngarde’s uniquely amused presence and highly 
distinctive diction led him from the stage to his first film 
The Siege of Sidney Street in 1960. Although his next 
big screen role the following year was without dialogue, 
his performance as the ghost of Peter Quint in The 
Innocents astonished audiences and led to his starring 
role in 1962’s Night of the Eagle. So, at this point, now 
well established in theatre and on screen, Peter then 
became one of the best-known actors in the golden age 
of British TV, with roles in memorable episodes of such 
classics as The Avengers , The Baron, The Saint and 
The Prisoner, before his starring role in Department S, 
in which his character was such a hit that he was soon 
given his own series, Jason King. 

 

Director, writer and actor, Ruggero Deodato has 
been successful in every film genre, from comedy to 
drama, western and sci-fi, but it was his 1979 feature 
Last Cannibal World (aka Cannibal Holocaust) 
which re-booted the whole cannibal movie franchise. 
The following year, he caused an international 
sensation with Cannibal Holocaust, shot on 
location in New York and in the Amazon jungle. So 
realistically was the film made that many people 
actually believed it was a snuff movie and Ruggero 
was finally taken to court where he was forced to 
produce the “killed” actors alive in person to prove 
that he had not actually filmed them being murdered 
on screen.  

Born in Italy, Carlotta Morelli began acting at the age of 
six in Tuscany, before pursuing her ambitions in 
London at RADA and the Guildhall. After winning a role 
in the 2012 BBC comedy drama series Lip Service, 
she then appeared in the short film Dead Blood, 
concerning the rivalry between zombies and vampires, 
which is planned to be expanded into a full-length 
picture. Carlotta then featured in 3 Cousins, set in 
Rome and followed that with the multi-award-winning 
short film Arrividerci Rosa before being cast in the 
lead of Ruggero Deodato's new film, Ballad in Blood, 
which we plan to show at the festival. 
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This Year’s Guests :  

 

The daughter of British cinema legends Jimmy 
Hanley and Dinah Sheridan, Jenny Hanley followed 
her parents into the world of entertainment. Winning 
roles in the 1969 Bond movie, On Her Majesty’s 
Secret Service, she also appeared in Billy Wilder’s 
The Private Life of Sherlock Holmes and in 
Hammer’s The Scars of Dracula in 1970, before 
starring in Pete Walker’s 1972 Flesh and Blood 
Show, opposite Ray Brooks and a trio of our former 
festival guests, Robin Askwith, Jess Conrad and Judy 
Matheson. Jenny then became one of the young 
presenters of ITV’s ground-breaking children’s 
programme Magpie, the fashionable rival to BBC’s 
much more staid Blue Peter. 

Born in Denmark, Lone Fleming began her acting career 
in sunny Spain, making some classic genre movies, 
ranging from horror to westerns, such as Bad Man’s 
River in 1971. That same year, she appeared alongside 
Carroll Baker and Michael Craig in The Fourth Victim. 
However, her best know role is probably in Amando de 
Ossorio’s, Tombs of the Blind Dead a heart-warming 
tale of blind militaristic monk mummies with a vampire 
taste for human blood, which spawned at least three 
sequels over the following years, including Return of 
the Blind Dead, The Ghost Galleon and Night of the 
Seagulls. Lone has just appeared in Escaping the 
Dead, filmed in her native Denmark. It's her 47th feature 
film in a remarkable career. 

Born in Arkansas, Camille Keaton is a descendant 
of silent cinema's greatest American comedian, 
Buster Keaton. Beginning her career in Italy, 
Camille debuted in the title role of the 1972 film 
What Have You Done to Solange? Although it 
was a relatively brief part, her remarkable delicate 
beauty resulted in her stealing every scene she 
was in. Following roles in Tragic Ceremony, 
Mafia Junction and many more, she returned to 
America where she found truly international fame 
starring as Jennifer Hills in the highly controversial 
revenge movie I Spit on Your Grave, which won 
her the Best Actress Award at the 1978 Sitges 
Film Festival. 
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RETROSPECTIVE CINEMA :  

Beginning to plan the programming for this year's 

Retrospective strand of the Festival, I am put in mind 

of the sage words of the internationally renowned 

philosopher and radioactivity expert, Homer J. 

Simpson, and his declaration that for a new idea to 

enter his brain an old one must vacate space for it. 

Something not dissimilar preoccupies the sad 

prospect that for every new film released an old one 

must be forgotten, neglected, or just slip through the 

cracks. That's a lot of movies, and the question arises 

- what to retain? Do we keep the best and worst and 

let the mediocre fade away? Do we favour certain 

genres above others? Everyone has their favourites 

and through the magic of restoration much survives 

and can be made viewable again to find new 

audiences. 

 

So where does this lead us down the bumpy road of 

nostalgia between "all time classic" and "never heard 

of it"? Continuing the tradition I started as long ago as 

last year there will be Lugosi, Karloff and Price; there 

will be many UK offerings, alongside Coffin Joe and 

Ava Gardner (though not in the same film, obviously - I bet that had you rushing for the 

reference books in panic). I hope to start each day with a comedy or lighter work and gradually 

up the ante through the day to a more nightmare-inducing horror show before close of play. Oh, 

and a few man-in-a-suit creature features, because why not? 

 

Final selections are yet to be made and programme notes researched and written (no they're 

not just copied off the back of the box) so that more details can be revealed in the Programme 

Notes. Also I have yet to decide on the cut-off date between retrospective and modern: last time 

it was 1973 so this year will probably be something similar. There is such an age range among 

the Festival attendees and such a depth of filmic knowledge that rousing interest enough to 

actually go and watch a film among the other distractions is no easy task, but the films will be 

shown, working equipment willing—after last year's difficulties, breath is suitably bated. 

 

Prepare to retune your vision to black and white and your ears to an underlying buzzing and 

enter an era when an Englishman in a tweed jacket and smoking a briar pipe takes off to 

become the first man to walk on the moon, or an amphibious thingy can march around in search 

of whatever amphibious thingies look for on dry land, causing carnage among the hard work of 

model builders. Look out, it's behind you! 

 

Enjoy! 

  

            Stuart. 
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Interviewed by one of the festival’s finest alumni, author, pathologist and ultimate expert 
on fantasy and classic horror films, Dr Wayne Kinsey began by asking Linda how she first 
got into acting. 

 “I went to the Ada Foster Stage School in Golders Green 
which was famous for the likes of Jean Simmons and Barbara 
Windsor. I started when I was 13 and I was lucky enough to 
get a television series with Dick Emery on the BBC which 
gave me a wonderful three months filming experience. They 
would then put these little snippets of the Ludd family in the 
middle of his television comedy show.  

“We were filming it before the television series started and 
when the series began, they ran it for a couple of weeks and 
realised it didn’t work, so they scrapped it and I was heart-
broken. I’d done all this film-making for three months and it all 
ended up on the cutting room floor.  

“But of course what it did do was give me a great experience 
of filming. And it was the first job I’d ever done, I was very 
lucky and I worked with lovely people, Dick played most of the 
characters and a lovely actress called Ann Lancaster played 
my Mum in it. 

“So, back to the drawing board, and I was doing modelling 
and bits and bobs then the part of Luci in Baby Love came 
along which was heavily auditioned all over the country by the producers Michael Klinger and 
Guido Coen and a lovely director called Alastair Reid. So I was cast in Baby Love at the age of 
15 and it was a wonderful role, again I was very lucky to get it, although I was old enough to 
make the picture but not old enough to see it! 

”It was pretty naughty, it was near the knuckle, very 
suggestive as well, but beautifully played by Ann Lynn in 
particular. Alastair was such a good director, even though it 
was naughty, it wasn’t salacious.” 

How was it accepted in 1968, was it a sensation? 

“It was in a way. It was sort of the nudity thing really more 
than anything, this was a mainstream film so of course they 
had to tread a little bit carefully and that gave us a lot of 
publicity on it. 

“They took it to America and Michael Klinger, who made the 
film, he was a terrific character, he’d been involved in the 
Soho strip industry early in his career. He and Tony Tenser 
were partners in crime before they both went off in their 
separate fields. Michael was involved with Roman Polanski, 
in the first few films he made when he came to this country, 
including Repulsion and Cul de Sac. 

“He was the main producer of Baby Love, so that was the 
sort of films they were starting to make. 

Linda Hayden 

The Festival Experience:  

Last Year’s Guests 
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“It really all stemmed from there.” 

Was the media intrusive you being so young when you made the film? 

“It was but the other person in Baby Love was Diana Dors playing my Mum. Diana had had a big 
lull in her career – she was very famous in her day and a very good actress. And it was Michael’s 
great coup to sign her up. 

“We now remember Diana being a big lady, but she still wasn’t 
big at that time and she was such a character. She was an 
absolute gas, I loved Diana and I worked with her a couple of 
times over the years after that. 

“She was only in the film in flashback, she never actually even 
spoke. At the beginning of the film she commits suicide and I 
come home from school in the slums up north and I find my 
mother dead in the bath. She leaves a note to her ex-lover from 
years ago, who is Keith Barron who is now a doctor and lives in 
London and you see the note arrive on the table in his beautiful 
pad in Hampton Court and basically she has left him to look 
after me. You’re never quite sure if I’m his daughter, I could be, 
it kind of leaves it in the air a bit. 

“So anyway when Michael did this film, there was all this pre-
publicity, then he sold the film to Joe Levine, who was very 
famous, being the producer of The Graduate, which was just 
coming out as Michael went over to America to sell his film. 

“And of course Joe Levine went for it big guns, but Baby Love didn’t work in America. I went to 
promote it and I was all of 16 years old in New York, which I thought was the most exciting city in 
the world. I was there for three weeks and they had got a picture of my face in Times Square, to 
promote the film. It was a picture from the film where I’m in front of the mirror trying on make-up – 
and I’m overdoing the eyes, but when the Americans got hold of it they made these eyelashes so 
big it looked like a horror film, with my eyeballs about eight-foot high. 

“Michael Klinger knew a furrier who made me a white arctic fox fur coat which zipped right up the 
front and I had this white fur hood and in the hood they had lights that flashed. I pressed this 
thing and I had all the lights flashing. I think back and think, oh my God! 

“For two and a half weeks in New York it was wonderful, promoting Baby Love, I was on chat 
shows, I was thrown in at the deep end, I had no idea, but I had no nerves because I didn’t know 
anything about it. I was just there promoting the film I’d done. 

“It then opened, after all the promoting, in a beautiful house right 
opposite Central Park. The director and his wife were there, 
Michael Klinger and his wife were there, so I was taken over in a 
big family and looked after. 

“Unfortunately it didn’t open to great reviews and by the time I 
got to Los Angeles to promote it a week later I was in a sort of a 
hick hotel down the strip. However I was having a wonderful 
time. 

“I came back to London and I did the most enormous tour of 
England, Scotland and Ireland, in winter – so that fur coat came 
in useful. 

“Thank God, Baby Love was a big success in the UK. 

“After that I was the new flavour of the month and Aida Young 
who was the producer at Hammer asked me if I would do Taste 
the Blood of Dracula directed by Peter Sasdy, which was my 
next film. I did that at the end of 1969. 
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“That was another learning curve altogether, I’d been really cossetted on Baby Love and on 
Taste the Blood I was with grown up actors a lot Gwen Watford playing my mother, who was a 
lovely actress, and John Carson, Geoffrey Keene, Peter Sallis, there were so many good people 
on that.” 

What are your memories of Christopher Lee? 

“He kept himself a little bit apart. He was there under pressure I think. 

“He was a very big man, very tall, it took a long time for them to do all the hair, he was quite bald 
even then. I did have lunch with him one day, he was very interesting, very nice. I was the new 
kid on the block, but I think he’d had enough of Dracula by then, but he was obviously under 
contract. As far as he was concerned that was his last one, although I think he did some more. 

“They were courting another actor in Taste the Blood of Dracula who played the other Dracula, 
that’s what the story was all about, a lovely actor called Ralph Bates and they were strongly 
eyeing him up because they thought that if they carried on the franchise, he could be the next 
Dracula although he was tiny in height compared to Christopher Lee. But he was a very very 
good actor and they thought about it but obviously never followed through with it, then sadly we 
lost Ralph Bates a few years after that to cancer.” 

Did you find a lot of camaraderie in the cast? 

“Yes, there was Isla Blair, she’d just had her baby, they were all very nice. 

“We had to film in Highgate Cemetery and I remember us all sitting there on an October 
afternoon, very wet, waiting for filming to carry on, it was pretty frightening, it’s got a real 
atmosphere.” 

Blood on Satan’s Claw is now very much a cult movie, why do you think it’s become so 
successful? 

“I just thought it was good when I was making it, it was originally called The Devil’s Touch, we 
changed title about three times, it was also called The Devil’s Skin, I think that was the original 
one. 

“It was only two years after I’d done Baby Love and the producer was Tony Tenser, who had 
been Michael Klinger’s partner in crime – Michael was not very happy that I was going to work 
with Tony Tenser, who was actually quite fun. He used to come down to location, because we did 
most of this on location, in the Buckinghamshire countryside, in March, but the exciting thing was 
the director Piers Haggard. I just thought from the beginning, wow, and he was very inspirational 
and motivational, it was just a very exciting film to do. 

“It just inspired all of us, we were all quite young, the camaraderie was great. And I worked with 
Simon Williams, we became great friends, he still is a friend, and the wonderful Michele Dotrice, 
Tamara Ustinov, everybody’s daughter or son actually. It was a very good experience. 

“The reason Blood on Satan’s Claw was so wonderful was because it was so atmospheric. The 
music, the lighting, from the very beginning you’re just drawn in. 
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“Originally it came out in 1971, as part of a double bill and it was the second part because the 
first part was Beast in the Cellar with lovely Beryl Reid but they suddenly realised that Blood on 
Satan’s Claw was by far the better movie, so then they started promoting it and promoting it on 
its own. 

“I got a wonderful review from the New York Times, a 
really lovely review, for Blood on Satan’s Claw and I 
always cherish that. 

“One day I was sitting in the Pinewood Studios 
restaurant  – I was doing some other film and suddenly 
saw Michael Bentine and he came over straight to me 
and he said, ‘Angel Blake, I just wanted to say I’m a huge 
fan of Blood on Satan’s Claw,’ he was just mad about 
this film. It was really sweet and I was very flattered. 

“There was quite an excitement for the movie, there’s an 
electricity about it, mainly thanks to Piers, but the 
Hammer was a bit more routine. But is was good for me 
to do that, Hammer was regarded with great respect by 
everybody, whereas Tigon, which made Blood on 
Satan’s Claw wasn’t. 

“One of the scenes in Baby Love was when Keith 
Barron’s friends, man and wife, come to dinner - Sheila 
Steafel was the wife and the man originally cast was 
Tony Hancock, then Tony Hancock went off to Australia 
where he committed suicide. 

“Then some years later, after Blood on Satan’s Claw, 
quite soon after we’d done the film, Patrick Wymark went 
to Australia and of course he died there. “ 

What about making Madhouse with Vincent Price? 

“He was lovely, such a character. And Peter Cushing as 
well, who I didn’t work with because my scenes weren’t 
with Peter but I did meet him at the end of shoot party, he 
was lovely. 

“Vincent, he was a real joker. I had a scene with him when 
I was on a liner playing this voluptuous actress, wearing a 
green dress with my boobs all taped up and all this tape 
kept coming undone and he kept pulling my leg about 
that, it was a fun scene.  He just had a wicked twinkle 
about him, he was a really lovely guy. He was a larger 
than life character. 

“He married Coral Browne, that was an explosive 
relationship. 

“Talking about explosive relationships, after Baby Love, 
Diana Dors had married her new husband who was this 
crazy character called Alan Lake, and he was much 
younger than Diana, a very good-looking guy but nuts. They had a son and I saw Diana a lot over 
the years, it was so tragic when she was ill, she put on a lot of weight and she became very 
popular because she became a character actress then doing sit-coms, talk shows and 
everything . A lovely lady and a very good actress. 

“In the early 1980s, I did a Hart to Hart with Robert Wagner and Stefanie Powers filmed in 
Greece, and into the hotel walked Alan Lake, he’d got one of the parts in it. We spent a couple of 
weeks making this thing and he was constantly on the phone because Diana was very very ill 
then already. And suddenly he had to go back. 
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“When I went back to London, I’d just met my 
husband and I’d just moved in with him and I sent 
Diana a huge bunch of flowers and she died very 
soon after that. She’d been fighting cancer for a 
long time. I remember being very sad about that 
because she was a really lovely character, Coral 
Browne was one, so was Diana Dors. 

“Night Watch with Elizabeth Taylor and Laurence 
Harvey, was quite an intriguing film. I’d met the 
lovely director Brian Hutton before, when I was 
doing Something to Hide in Shepperton Studios. 

“I met him again on the location of Night Watch 
on Bayswater Road, it started off as a day’s 
filming for me, but he asked me why I was only 
playing such a tiny role and he said we’ll build it 
up. 

“Then Laurence Harvey was ill, then Elizabeth 
tailor was unwell, so this film went on forever and I 
went on holiday in the middle of it but I had to 
keep out of the sun for continuity. In the end, 
when I got back, I only had a day because I was 
going off the Spain to make a film, so that day we 
shot several endings. In one I was on a bathroom 
floor being stabbed, I don’t know which end he 
used finally. 

“But I did get to meet Elizabeth Tailor on a mortuary slab at Tooting Beck Hospital, as I had to 
be the dead body - that was my introduction and farewell to Elizabeth Taylor. 

“I did play a few dead bodies, the difficult part is not so much the breathing, it’s the eyes, that’s 
not easy.” 

Did you have a fang-fitting for Vampira? 

“I did indeed, I had to go along to this dentist in 
Harley Street whose notoriety, among other 
things, was fang-fitting. 

“I’m an idiot I never kept them. 

“They killed me off in the film very quickly, but 
they said come down and visit us on set, so I 
kept going back and visiting them all. That was 
real fun, because they filmed on location. 

“There were lots of on set drinking sessions 
going on, so I was there for the entire shoot by 
the time it finished. 

“David Niven was just wonderful. It didn’t quite 
work that film, it should have done. It was a spoof 
horror film and one of the producers was his son, 
David Niven Jr, but it was such a good movie to 
do. There were such a lovely lot of people in it. 
Nicky Henson was in it, Bernie Breslaw, an 
amazing character called Minah Bird, who was 
this coloured lady, lovely, she was famous for 
being famous, really. Sadly she died a few years 
later.” 
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A previous guest here has been Robin Askwith, your boyfriend at some stage, is that how you 
got into the Confessions movies? 

“No, I was in the Confessions movies because I 
had a contract with Michael Klinger to do seven 
films, of course he never completed the contract 
— they never did in those days —  and Greg 
Smith, producer of the Confessions movies, who 
worked with Michael Klinger, asked Michael, can I 
fulfil part of your contract and have her to star in 
Confessions of a Window Cleaner? Michael 
said yes, so I think I was cast in it before Robin. 

“Of course in that film another great was in it, he 
played my father, John Le Mesurier, now there’s 
a star. And Antony Booth, and Dandi Nichols. 
And Robin was cast, I’d known him for years, 
he’d been my neighbour actually, he lived round 
the corner from me, so that’s where we first met 

up again, we did that film and over the years we kept in touch, then we became boyfriend and 
girlfriend, we were together for quite some time. 

“And then I met my husband, but it all ended up alright because Robin is Godfather to my now 
28-year-old daughter, so he’s till part of the family. He’s a great mate.” 

And Queen Kong do you put that on your CV? 

“That was because of Robin! He got me into a lot of 
things I probably shouldn’t have done, but were quite 
fun. It was Robin’s idea to have me as the singing 
nun. I did a day’s filming there, it was fun.” 

An excellent movie you were in, playing a cameo, 
was The Boys from Brazil. 

“A lot of filming was going on, all over in exotic 
locations, with Gregory Peck and Laurence Olivier, 
but my location was in Camden Town! But it was a 
good part and the funny thing was that I’d forgotten I’d 
gone for it, I went for an audition, with lots of people, 
and I was also up for something in The Sweeney at 
the same time and I was more interested in doing The 
Sweeney, and I’d forgotten all about this, then 
suddenly out of the blue I got a call saying I’d got the 
part in The Boys from Brazil, which was really a 
lovely part to get because it was a  high profile 
picture, with lots of good names in it. 

“I played the au pair girl and was strangled with my 
own tights.” 

You did return to Hammer briefly for one of their 
Hammer House of Horrors. 

“They were more television adaptations, I did that at Elstree, in the early eighties. They keep 
trying to rekindle Hammer, it sort of takes off then doesn’t quite take off. 

“I’m very flattered to be part of the Hammer Glamour, us girls get together and do signings and 
things. Veronica Carlson is a lovely lady, very bright, lives in America, does art work. It’s lovely, 
and it’s got this slightly historic quality to it. I did a thing at the Cinema Museum in Lambeth in 
London and its lovely to be part of all those people who have been interviewed there, it’s part of 
our history and I think it’s very important. 
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“I did two big comedy series, but the characters didn’t carry on. I did the first Some Mothers Do 
‘Ave ‘Em because I was up for the Michele Dotrice part, but as a consolation prize they gave 
me  the part of George Baker’s secretary - I’ve had more repeat fees from that than anything 
else.  

“And the other thing, I was in the first part of Just Good Friends with Paul Nicholas and Jan 
Francis. I played Paul Nicholas’s rough girlfriend. That was an exciting one to do because you 
just knew that it was going to be big news, I just wish I could have continued in the series. They 
were fun. 

“Historical things I would probably liked to have done more, but the trouble was I think I was a 
little bit saddled with the sexy nymphet thing, so what can I say, I’ve had some fun with that and 
made a career out of it.” 

 

A Portrait of She 
The making of Hammer’s classic adventure  

NOW AVAILABLE 

http://peverilpublishing.co.uk/a-portrait-of-she/
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Jacqueline Pearce 

Wayne began this interview by saying that he always thought Hammer Films made one 
fatal mistake in all their years - they only employed Jacqueline Pearce twice, in Plague 
of the Zombies and The Reptile. How did she get into acting? 

“Originally I wanted to be a ballerina, what 
little girl doesn’t, but I had no talent so that 
took care of that. But it wasn’t a big switch to 
go from ballet to acting because they both 
involved the stage. 

“I was educated – I use the word advisedly – 
in a convent and fortunately my drama 
teacher was a lay teacher and very, very 
talented. She wanted to be an actress herself 
but she wore very thick pebble lensed 
glasses — it was long before the days of 
contact lenses and she couldn’t see across 
the stage, so she gave her huge talent up to 
teaching others and I was very lucky to have 
her as my teacher and she got me in to 
RADA.” 

You did a few bits in ITV plays before Hammer scooped you up pretty much straight away. 

“I was very lucky. I came in to make Zombies and then they asked me to stay on and do 
Reptile.” 

And there was that beautiful introduction with Anthony Nelson Keys. What was it he said to you 
when he first met you? 

“He said, you’ve got a wonderful face for films – and cast me as a zombie. Thanks Ant!” 

Were you familiar with Hammer’s movies at that time? 

“Well, yes, my first Hammer film that I saw was Dracula, I 
never met Christopher Lee, but I just remember thinking 
Dracula was the most erotic thing I’d ever seen, oh yes, my 
window was open! 

“So that was how I knew about Hammer.” 

Many years ago I met the wonderful Roy Ashton the great 
make-up artist for Hammer and he spoke very affectionately 
about you. According to him, you were the best young 
actress he worked with at Hammer. You know we’re leading 
up to a ‘but’ here don’t you: ‘But she drove me insane’, and 
this is all due to one word and that’s claustrophobia. You 
were a very brave actress to work with claustrophobia and 
the things you had to put up with at Hammer. Lets start with 
Plague of the Zombies: they were kind to you, they just 
chopped your head off. But to do that they had to make a 
plaster cast of you head, can you take us through that 
process and what it was like for you having claustrophobia 
and having this plaster cast made? 

 

More of the Festival Experience:  

Another of Last Year’s Guests 
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“It was a nightmare. I had my then husband with me who held my hand throughout. I had two 
straws coming out of my nose and that was the only way I could breathe and I just seemed to 
retreat further and further from the world. They’d almost finished and I said, ‘I’m sorry, you’ll have 
to take it off.’ So we pulled it all off and then we had to do it all over again. And I came in to work 
the next morning and there was my head sitting up on a shelf in Roy’s make-up room. Quite 
macabre.” 

And if that’s not bad enough, they then expect you to lie in a coffin with the lid on, don’t they? Is it 
true that assistant director Bert Batt came to your assistance? 

“He was wonderful, the whole crew was wonderful, but Bert particularly and he saw that I was 
alright, he was always there, he took care of me.” 

Is it true that there was someone underneath the coffin and they made a hole and they were 
holding hands with you to keep you calm during that, is that true? 

“Yes.” 

One of the great scenes is when you turn into the zombie, you fade and the face comes on, it 
looks like one of those bits where they stopped the camera, added a bit more make up, stopped 
the camera, is that how they did that? 

“Yes, that’s exactly how they did it.” 

John Gilling, the director, what was he like, some people say 
he could be very tough, did you find any problems with him at 
all? 

“No, John was fine if he thought you could do it and he thought 
I could do it, so I had no problems with him at all. We got on 
very well.” 

And it was shot at Bray Studios. 

“Dear Bray. It was wonderful.” 

What are your fondest memories? 

“Treacle pudding.” 

Everybody mentions the food, you mention Bray Studios and 
it’s always the food. 

“It was fantastic, I put weight on and they had to talk to me 
about it: ‘Could you eat less at lunchtime Miss Pearce?’ I 
didn’t.” 

Andre Morell, he looks an imposing actor on screen, what was he like? 

“Again, Andre was someone, if you could do it, you were in, you 
know. He couldn’t stand Diane Clare, because she couldn’t do it, 
let’s face it. 

 “Bless . . .” 

And then you went straight on to The Reptile and again with the 
claustrophobia and a full makeup to endure, how long did it take to 
get that? 

“About two hours in makeup, but getting it off was the problem 
because it was glued. So surgical spirit was used and my face 
would become so enflamed that I had to have a day off between 
shooting each time, to give my skin the chance to recover. 

What do you remember of the process, was it little bits stuck on or 
was it a whole mask? 

“It was both. That’s all I can remember, we’re going back 50 years, 
darling.” 
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And the fangs, is there truth in that they tried to make ones that dripped venom? 

“Yes and they didn’t work.” 

The eyes, because of the claustrophobia thing, they didn’t put those on till you were ready to 
shoot the scene, how much trouble were they when you actually did get them in? 

“I didn’t like them, but you know if you’re going to be a reptile, you’re going to be a reptile.” 

Could you see through them? 

“Very little, so I was guided everywhere.” 

What do you remember of the end when the whole place is burning? 

“Just to get out as quick as I possibly could.” 

Again you were working with some fairly imposing actors there, such as Noel Willman. 

“Oh. Lovely Noel Willman. He played my father. He was wonderful. And Marne Maitland also 
wonderful, I found the relationship between Anna and Marne Maitland very interesting, what was 
going on there, all these sexual undercurrents.” 

And did you meet Michael Ripper? 

“I couldn’t STAND Michael Ripper. 

“He gave the same performance in every movie.” 

 “I just didn’t think he could do it. All his lines, it was very slow, very ponderous delivery, I found 
him deeply boring.” 

At some stage you went to the lee Strasberg 
acting studios in LA. 

“I was in America, from 68 till 71 and some very 
good actors came out of the actors studio so I 
thought it would be interesting, because their way 
of working is very different to the English way and 
I’d trained at RADA. So I went over and I 
auditioned and was made a member of the Actors 
Studio – a load of old bollocks. 

“I’ve just finished reading a very interesting book 
by the actor Tony Curtis who was working with 
Marilyn Monroe in Some Like It Hot and he said 
the same thing about the Actors Studio, you know 
all this, you have to remember how upset you got 
when your little sister ate your peanut butter 
sandwich, when you were two years old – 
RUBBISH! When Laurence Olivier was working 
with Dustin Hoffman on Marathon Man and Dustin 
Hoffman had to be out of breath, he ran round the 
studio three times, and Olivier said, ’Why don’t you 
try acting, dear boy?’” 

So, you came back, were in an episode of The 
Zoo Gang, did you meet Peter Cushing? 

“Yes, I was playing his wife. We were staying in a hotel and there were a group of the actors 
having dinner and Peter came down and sat at a table on his own and I think he had recently lost 
his wife. He sent a message over saying, please don’t think I’m rude, but I do prefer just to be on 
my own at this point in my life, which of course we all understood. He was the most charming 
man, he was a gentleman, a very good actor and I adored him. I never heard anyone say a bad 
word about Peter Cushing.” 
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And 1978 to 81, you played Servalan in Blake’s 7. 

“I was working at the English speaking Theatre in 
Vienna and my agent called and said, there’s a 
new science fiction series being made and they’d 
like you to play this part, I haven’t got time to get a 
script to you, so what do you think?... I had no 
interest in science fiction whatsoever, but I 
thought, getting straight off the plane and then 
going straight off to work — that didn’t happen to 
me often, going from one job to another, so I said 
yes. My hair was very short, not as short as I wear 
it now, and they originally planned, because she 
was the supreme commander, to dress her in a 
safari suit, jackboots and a helmet . . . really 
imaginative. . . So, I said, if you do that, with this 
haircut, you might as well cast a man, I think we 
should go completely in the opposite direction and 
make her incredibly feminine, so that creates a 
sense of danger. Is she going to act the way she 
looks, behave the way she looks? Of course she 
didn’t. She looked absolutely fabulous in a stunning white dress saying ‘Kill him!’” 

Terry Nation, who wrote the series, admitted that he was very bad at writing characters for 
females, so Servalan was actually originally conceived as a man. 

“He said he was writing the script and he was about half way through and he came down to his 
desk one morning and thought, no: he should be a she and it got changed half way through the 
writing.” 

And you were only supposed to be in one episode? 

“Yes. And I stayed for 29. 

“I was in white in the beginning because I thought I’d look virginal And pure but I realised I looked 
better in black so I got them to change it half way through the series.” 

So was it your idea to bring the eroticism into the 
character? 

“Well I thought as a woman she would use 
everything she’d got going for her and her sexuality 
was a big part of that.” 

I believe a lot of the fan mail was actually from 
females who saw this strong female character and 
said well done. 

“Apparently she was the first woman on television, 
after she’d got rid of Travis, to work by herself, to be 
a woman in control. So she became quite an icon 
for ... ‘feminists’ …”  

(At this point Jacqueline added a look which elicited 
another big laugh from the audience.) 

“Villains are much more fun than heroes. 

“I wasn’t in the last episode, I’d upset the powers-
that-be, you know, the suits, and I think it was just a 
petty form of revenge really. So they didn’t have me 
in it. The fools.” 
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This book is ONLY be available DIRECT from Peveril Publishing – for more information 

But you did kind of return in the same vein as a bloodthirsty vampire type creature in The Two 
Doctors episode of Dr Who. Was that good fun? 

“It was enormous fun, they were a lovely crowd. I 
adored Colin Baker. A very bright man, and Frazer 
Hines. I was an Androgum. We were in the studio and 
I wanted a partner and Frazer was standing behind 
me in this scene and I turned to the character I was 
playing opposite and I said I want you to make me an 
Androgum and I heard Frazer say, I don’t think you’ve 
got enough milk. I was helpless, I loved that boy. 

“It was shot on location in Spain. I wasn’t originally 
cast, the actress who was going to play the part 
became ill so they offered it to me and I’d inherited her 
costume and wig. I think the costume was made of 
rubber – only the BBC could send you out to Spain in 
a heatwave with a rubber costume, you know what I 
mean. Thank God my wig and costume got lost in 
transit. They found the costume, which was a great 
shame, but not the wig. So I couldn’t shoot for about 
three days and in the end we were in Seville and they 
literally sent me to a barber in Seville.” 

A key character in this was Patrick Troughton 

“We spent three days by the pool getting rather Brahms – for those who don’t understand, 
cockney rhyming slang, Brahms and Liszt rhymes with . . . 

“But he was a very interesting man, Pat.” 

Continuing in the Dr Who universe, you’ve now been doing some audio recordings with John 
Hurt. 

“Oh, it’s great fun I’ve known John since RADA so we’re great mates, I just love working with 
him, he’s a wonderful, wonderful man.  

“He’s a very kind man, very wise and I love him dearly.” 

And 1987 you were called for an interview for the film White Mischief.  

“There was a bath scene where I was nude, so they 
had to be sure it was OK. So I went for the 
interview and I was just wearing a mink coat with 
nothing on underneath and as I walked up to their 
office I just slid it off my shoulders.  What do you 
think? Got the job! 

“White Mischief was very nice because we were 
shooting in Africa and we were all living in tents – 
very grand tents, actually.  

“I did photographic modelling once , a totally 
different ball game, but I loved modelling for artists, 
it was very exciting, for me to be part of someone 
else’s creative process and to have an artist come 
up to me afterwards and say, I’ve done my best 
work with you as a model. Gosh! Golly!” 

There was a two episode TV mini-series of The 
Bourne Identity with Richard Chamberlain as the 
original Jason Bourne and you were in that. 

“Yes, I did, he was delicious, lovely man.” 
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Tell us about the foundation the Vervet Monkeys in South Africa. 

“Oh it was wonderful, I’d had cancer and at the end 
of it, all the treatment, I thought, well, I’ve been 
through this life-changing experience but my life 
hasn’t changed and I wanted it to. I thought there 
must be something I’m passionate about, besides 
my work and I looked at my cat and thought: of 
course, animals. 

“I’d always been interested in primates, I think a lot 
of us are. So I googled for the first and only time in 
my life, because I’m a real luddite, I don’t understand 
modern technology and the Vervet Monkey 
Foundation came up. The pictures they had on it 
were so cute, so that was it, I was off to the 
Vervet Monkey Foundation and I stayed there for 
three years. Oh, it was wonderful, I worked with the 
babies, everybody wanted to work with the babies 
and I’d be in their enclosure and about midday when 
the sun was at its hottest I’d have twelve little 
monkeys, sitting on my head, doing their thing on my 
head and I ADORED them. So that was a very good 
experience to have had.” 

You said that the only problem with South Africa was 
the apartheid problem. 

“I was appalled by the racism. When I left the 
monkey sanctuary, where we all got on, we made 
great friends with a lot of the blacks and we took 
them with us to a bar and they were refused to be 
served. 

“I’ve reached a stage in my life where I’m very content, I live with my four dogs who are the 
absolute centre of my life and all ambition is spent, all passion spent. If I was offered 
something wonderful, I don’t know, I might change my mind and want to do that, but it’s very 
nice to be free of that need to work.” 

We are a Film Distribution company based in Hertfordshire holding the UK rights to many World 

Cinema, Classic, Horror and Adult titles on DVD and VHS.  Some of our titles are listed below 

check out our website for the full list, with more being added regularly. 

http://www.arrowfilms.co.uk/index.php?tle_id=684&art_id=5
http://www.arrowfilms.co.uk/index.php?tle_id=780&art_id=4
http://www.arrowfilms.co.uk/index.php?tle_id=775&art_id=4
http://www.arrowfilms.co.uk/index.php?tle_id=805
http://www.arrowfilms.co.uk/index.php?tle_id=684&art_id=5
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Membership 

To pay by cheque or BACS 
download this form and post 
to Gil 

To pay by PayPal 
use this form and email/
post to Gil 

Rates are £85 for the full weekend of the 2017 Festival. 

Day membership is: Friday £30, Saturday £40, Sunday £30. 

Child Coming With A Full Paying Adult For The Weekend Rates are:  

                                Child Under 7 years - Free 

                                Child  8 Years - 11 years £10 

                                Child 12 years - 16 years £15 

http://www.arrowfilms.co.uk/index.php?category_id=18
http://www.arrowfilms.co.uk/index.php?category_id=20
http://fantastic-films.com/festival/2016/Assets/Membership Form Gil by post 2016.pdf
http://fantastic-films.com/festival/2016/Assets/Membership Form Gil 2016.pdf
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The Venue 

The Festival returns to the Manchester Conference Centre on Sackville Street in 

Manchester, a purpose-built conference centre and hotel.  

The hotel has offered the following prices:  

£80 B&B per room, per night. 

If staying for 3 nights the third night is £60 

The Hotel has 117 bedrooms  

For more details check out the Centre’s website 

Please Note: 
Any accommodation not booked will be charged at the regular Hotel rate. No 
payment is required at this point just a booking. 
So please book as soon as possible. 

  Help Wanted 

We have a great line-up of guests, and there will be plenty of movies to 
keep you all entertained. However this festival is about you, the people. So  
it would be good to feature some ‘tales of past festivals’. Please send in 
some memories and photographs so that we can capture what this has 
meant for all of us.  

We are also looking for some help during the festival, on the front desk, 

helping guests, gophers, etc. So please spare some time and volunteer.  

Contact Gil on gil@manchesterfantasticfilms.co.uk 

http://www.manchesterconferencecentre.co.uk/
mailto:gil@manchesterfantasticfilms.co.uk
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Getting Here 
The map below provides  some directions walking from the main railway stations.. More detailed 

directions can be obtained by clicking on the relevant links 

Directions 

walking from 

Piccadilly 

Station to the 

Hotel 

Directions walking from 

Oxford Road Station to the Hotel  

Directions walking from 

Victoria Station to the Hotel 

This map has been extracted 

from VisitManchester.com    

By Car 

FROM THE NORTH VIA M6 M61: 

Follow STRETFORD signs onto M60. Leave at Junction 12 and join M602 SALFORD. At end of Motorway, follow A57 MANCHESTER sign (Regent 
Road) for approx. 1 mile. Proceed under railway bridge, continuing onto A57M (Mancunian Way). Continue on A57M and take 2nd exit. Immediately 
fork right on slip road onto Sackville Street, following UNIVERSITY sign. Turn left at the Retro Bar into Charles Street for the NCP CAR PARK. 

FROM YORKSHIRE VIA M62/M60: 

Leave at Junction 17 signed CITY CENTRE, and follow A56 towards Manchester for 4 miles (Bury New Road, becoming Great Ducie St.) Enter city 
under railway bridges and keep straight ahead, still on A56, onto Deansgate. In 1/2 mile, turn left at traffic lights (signed UNIVERSITIES) onto John 
Dalton Street and continue straight ahead at next lights onto Princess Street. In 1/2 mile, pass under railway bridge and immediately turn left at 
lights onto Charles Street. The NCP CAR PARK is on left. 

FROM THE SOUTH VIA M6 / NORTH WALES & CHESTER VIA M56: 

Leave M6 at Exit 19 and follow A556 MANCHESTER for 4 miles. Join M56 MANCHESTER at roundabout and follow to end of M56 and continue 
straight onto A5103 MANCHESTER for 4 miles. At roundabout take 3rd exit following A57M SHEFFIELD to next roundabout. Here take 2nd exit up 
ramp to join A57M. Keep in nearside lane for 200 yards, and leave 1st exit signed UNIVERSITY. Immediately fork right on slip road, following 
UNIVERSITY sign. Turn left at the Retro Bar onto Charles Street for the NCP CAR PARK. 

http://goo.gl/maps/2VAIz
http://goo.gl/maps/2VAIz
http://goo.gl/maps/2VAIz
http://goo.gl/maps/J6Jgg
http://goo.gl/maps/Ze3lI
http://www.visitmanchester.com/

